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Twenty years ago, Baron-Cohen and colleagues argued that autistic performance on false belief tests was
explained by a deficit in metarepresentation. Subsequent research moved from the view that the mind
has a domain-general capacity for metarepresentation to the view that the mind has a domain-specific
mechanism for metarepresentation of mental states per se, i.e., the theory of mind mechanism (ToMM).
We argue that 20 years of data collection in lesion patients and children with autism supports a more
parsimonious view closer to that of the 1985 paper. Lower-level domain-specific mechanisms*e.g.,
tracking gaze, joint attention*interacting with higher-level domain-general mechanisms for metar-
epresentation, recursion, and executive function can account for observed patterns of deficits in both
autism and neurological patients. The performance of children with autism or orbitofrontal patients on
ToM tests can be explained more parsimoniously by their deficits in lower-level domain-specific
mechanisms for processing social information. Without proper inputs, the intact capacity for
metarepresentation by itself cannot make correct ToM inferences. Children with autism have no
impairment in false photograph tests because their metarepresentational capacity is intact and they have
no impairment in inputs required for such tests. TPJ patients have equivalent deficits on ToM and non-
ToM metarepresentational tasks, consistent with a failure in domain-general processing. If deficits on
ToM tasks can result from deficits in low-level input systems or in higher-level domain-general capacities,
postulating a separate ToM mechanism may have been an unnecessary theoretical move.

In 1985, Simon Baron-Cohen, Alan Leslie, and
Uta Frith published an influential paper entitled

‘‘Does the autistic child have a theory of mind?’’

They argued that a child who lacked a capacity

for metarepresentation would be unable to apply

it to the developmentally vital task of under-

standing the representational nature of other’s

thoughts, and that the abnormal developmental

trajectory of autism would result. They presented

evidence that children with autism were more

likely to fail ‘‘false belief’’ tests, which require the

metarepresentation of mental states, than were

typically developing children. These findings have

been replicated and extended over the past two

decades (Wellman, Cross, & Watson, 2001). Work

on autism in general has expanded greatly over

the same time, with many accounts of the core

deficit in autism emerging as alternatives to the

theory of mind account: deficits in executive

function, emotion and empathy, central coher-

ence, attentional effects following from cerebellar

abnormalities (e.g., Baron-Cohen, 2004; Baron-

Cohen & Wheelwright, 2004; Courchesne et al.,

1994; Happé, 1999; Ozonoff, Pennington, &

Rogers, 1991; Schultz, 2005). As a result, the

empirical database on early deficits in autism is

much richer than it was two decades ago, and we

believe it is time to revisit the question of

domain-specificity in theory of mind in light of

new evidence.
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The original paper by Baron-Cohen et al. says
specifically that theory of mind (ToM) is ‘‘one of
the manifestations of a basic metarepresenta-
tional capacity’’ (1985, p. 37, emphasis added).
‘‘Metarepresentation’’ is used in the literature to
mean representing the relation between repre-
sentation and referent. Following the spirit of that
argument, several theorists have put forth a case
for metarepresentation being a domain-general
capacity that includes but is not limited to
metarepresentation of mental states (Corballis,
2003; Perner, 1991; Stone & Gerrans, 2006;
Suddendorf, 1999; Suddendorf & Whiten, 2001).
In contrast, other developmental theorists have
pursued the idea that autism is a failure of a
domain-specific capacity for the metarepresenta-
tion of mental states underwritten by a specific
cognitive mechanism: the Theory of Mind Me-
chanism (ToMM; Leslie, 1987, 1994). As children
with autism often have difficulty with metarepre-
sentation of mental states, but not other meta-
representational tasks (Leslie & Thaiss, 1992), it
seemed necessary to propose such a specific
module. Evolutionary psychologists embraced
the idea of such a module with enthusiasm, as it
represented a high-level domain-specific mechan-
ism with a specific adaptive function, the meta-
representation of mental states (Cosmides &
Tooby, 1995). Given that neuroscience is one
important source of evidence for modularity,
neuroscientists began the search for evidence of
specialized brain regions that instantiate this
module, and for evidence of the dissociation
from other cognitive functions that would be the
hallmark of modularity (e.g., Saxe, Carey, &
Kanwisher, 2004; Stone, Baron-Cohen, & Knight,
1998). Those researchers who dissented from the
view that children with autism have a metarepre-
sentation deficit that is specific to mental states
are the very same theorists who did not espouse
the modular view (Perner, 1991; Russell, Salt-
marsh, & Hill, 1999).

The concept of ‘‘modularity’’ has been inter-
preted in several different ways. On some views
modularity does not imply anatomical localiza-
tion. A distributed circuit can be specialized for
performance of a particular cognitive function
(Atkinson & Wheeler, 2004; Coltheart, 1999;
Stone et al., 1998). On any view of domain
specificity, however, functional specialization
must depend on specialized neural circuitry,
distributed or localized. Both fMRI and lesion
studies can show that particular sets of neurons
are necessary for performance of a certain

cognitive function. However, from the fact that
a set of neurons is necessary for performance of a
particular cognitive function it does not follow
that the neural circuit is specific to that function.
It may be necessary for other cognitive functions
as well. Working memory, which has a particular
neural instantiation, is necessary for understand-
ing complex grammatical sentences; however,
working memory and its neural substrate are
not specialized for that function. The boundaries
of domain-specific mechanisms (functional and
anatomical) are drawn on the basis of both
necessity and specialization for particular tasks.
This minimal characterization of domain-specifi-
city makes no claims (as modular theorists do)
about speed, automaticity, encapsulation, locali-
zation, and representational format, which do not
concern us here. When we discuss a domain-
specific mechanism, we mean a neural circuit that
is not necessarily localized but is both necessary
for, and specific to, a particular cognitive task.

We argue that the postulation of a domain-
specific ToM mechanism represents an unneces-
sary move in theoretical understanding of both
autism and normal development. An alternative
model of ToM can account for the data from both
autism and neurological patients more parsimo-
niously. This alternative view, however, will need
to account for the data which led to the postula-
tion of a ToM mechanism in the first place: the
apparent dissociation between metarepresenta-
tion per se and metarepresentation of mental
states.

Let us begin by stating what is in common
between all theorists of ToM development. First,
development of ToM depends on the prior
development of a suite of specialized lower-level
cognitive mechanisms. These precursor mechan-
isms represent vital information about the social
world of the infant and toddler and mediate her/
his earliest interactions with others. These me-
chanisms enable face processing, emotion proces-
sing, representations of gaze direction, gaze
monitoring, detection of animacy, tracking of
intentions and goals, and joint attention (Baron-
Cohen, 1995, 2004; Charman, Baron-Cohen,
Swettenham, Baird, Cox, & Drew, 2000; Crichton
& Lange-Küttner, 1999; Csibra, Biro, Koos, &
Gergely, 2003; Dawson, Meltzoff, Osterling, Ri-
naldi, & Brown, 1998; Saxe et al., 2004; Schultz,
2005; Stone, 2005, 2006; Wellman, Phillips, Dun-
phy-Lelii, & LaLonde, 2004; Woodward, 1999).
These capacities appear to be domain specific.
They seem to be specific to social stimuli, to be
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shared with other primates, and to depend on
neural circuitry that responds preferentially to
social stimuli (e.g., Blakemore, Boyer, Pachot-
Clouchard, Meltzoff, Segebarth, & Decety, 2003;
Campbell, Heywood, Cowey, Regard, & Landis,
1990; Hare, Call, Agnetta, & Tomasello, 2000;
Kumashiro, Ishibashi, Itakura, & Iriki, 2002;
Perrett et al., 1990). Gaze monitoring, for exam-
ple, seems to involve specific regions of the
superior temporal sulcus that respond to the
stimulus of eye-gaze direction but not to other
non-social stimuli, even other stimuli that are
physically similar to images of eyes (Campbell et
al., 1990; Hoffman & Haxby, 2000). Similar
preferential neural responses are involved in
assessing others’ goals and intentions, which
seems to depend on specific representations of
certain movement patterns: limb movement com-
bined with gaze, head, or body orientation
(Blakemore et al., 2003; Jellema, Baker, Wicker,
& Perrett, 2000).

The development of these capacities ensures
that the normal toddler is equipped with a
sophisticated battery of domain-specific mechan-
isms that enable her/him to negotiate the social
world on the basis of perceptually available
information. In addition, the toddler appears to
have a domain-general capacity for secondary
representation (the capacity to hold in mind and
compare two different representations), but can-
not metarepresent beliefs (Suddendorf, 1999;
Suddendorf & Whiten, 2001). In this respect
she/he has similar social capacities to the great
apes, using essentially the same cognitive equip-
ment (Suddendorf & Whiten, 2001, 2003).

Leslie (1987, 1992) has maintained that pre-
tense in toddlers is evidence of early mental state
metarepresentational abilities, and one recent
study credits 15-month-olds with this ability
(Onishi & Baillargeon, 2005). Other develop-
mental research questions these claims, arguing
that they can be explained by secondary repre-
sentations or understanding pretense as a special
category of action (cf. Sobel & Lillard, 2002;
Suddendorf & Whiten, 2001; Wellman & Laga-
tutta, 2000). Developmental research does not
address the question of domain-specificity di-
rectly, unless it can be shown that: (1) a ToM
task definitely depends on metarepresentation,
which is debated in the case of pretense; and (2)
infants can solve a ToM metarepresentational
task before they can solve any other well-matched
metarepresentational task, which has not been
established in the case of 15-month-olds. Thus,

just as debates about where ToM is in the brain do
not resolve the question of domain specificity,
neither do current debates about when ToM
metarepresentation emerges.

Another point of agreement among ToM
theorists is that by age four, the typically devel-
oping child is equipped with a battery of higher
level domain-general cognitive mechanisms that
serve metacognitive computational functions. Ad-
vanced executive function (meaning working
memory, inhibition and flexible control of atten-
tion), secondary representations, recursion (the
ability to compute embedded representations),
and metarepresentation (understanding the rep-
resentational nature of the relationship between
representation and referent) all come on line by
age four, though they may develop further
beyond that age (De Villiers & Pyers, 2002;
Perner, 1991; Smith, Apperly, & White, 2003;
Suddendorf, 1999; Suddendorf & Whiten, 2001).
A further point agreed on by many theorists is
that by age four a child has some level of semantic
knowledge about what mental states are like
(Gopnik & Wellman, 1992; Leslie, 1987; Wellman,
1988). This semantic knowledge includes an
understanding that beliefs and desires are private
and changeable independent of the external state
of reality changing (Wellman & Lagattuta, 2000).
Positing semantic knowledge of a particular con-
tent domain, however, is quite different from
positing that there are specialized computational
processes for a certain domain. Semantic knowl-
edge of a particular content domain is not a
‘‘domain-specific mechanism.’’

The original paper by Baron-Cohen et al.
(1985) suggested that passing the false belief
test engaged some or all of these metacognitive
mechanisms. The ToMM theory suggests that as
well as these domain-general mechanisms the child
develops a domain-specific mechanism for the
metarepresentation of mental states. See Figure 1
for a graphic representation. A child equipped
with both a ToMM and domain-general mechan-
isms essentially has two metarepresentational
devices: one for social metarepresentations and
one for metarepresentations in other domains.
We think that it is unlikely that two separate
metarepresentational mechanisms (a) evolved
twice and (b) develop twice.

One of the main challenges to the domain-
specific view of ToM deficits in autism has been
the view that deficits in a domain-general ability,
executive function (EF), can account for autistic
children’s failures on ToM tasks (e.g., Ozonoff
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et al., 1991). We wish to claim something quite

different, namely that ToM abilities depend, not

only on EF, language, recursion, or metarepre-

sentation per se, but on their developmental and

on-line interaction with the low level precursor

mechanisms previously described, e.g., gaze pro-

cessing, emotion recognition. Failure of these

low-level abilities can also cause failure on ToM

tasks, even in subjects with intact EF. This view

might explain why recent empirical results show

that early deficits in EF in autism cannot always

account for the difficulties children with autism

have with ToM tasks. Toddlers with autism show

evidence of joint attention deficits, but not always

early EF deficits (Griffith, Pennington, Wehner,

& Rogers, 1999; Rutherford & Rogers, 2003).

Furthermore, deficits in EF are not always

apparent when children with autism are tested

by a computer rather than a person (Ozonoff,

1995). In our view, this pattern is to be expected if

the cause of the failure is a deficit of low-level

input systems.1 How, then, can one account for

the fact that children with autism show deficits in

the metarepresentation of mental states, but not

in other metarepresentational tasks?

1 Indeed, much recent work in explaining autism has

looked at how early social deficits contribute to later theory

of mind difficulties (e.g., Baird et al., 2000; Baron-Cohen,

1995; Boucher & Lewis, 1992; Dawson et al., 2004a, 2004b;

Rutherford & Rogers, 2003; Schultz, 2005).

Figure 1. Mental state inferences with a ToM module. Architecture postulated by the ToMM theory. A child equipped with both a

ToMM and domain-general mechanisms essentially has two metarepresentational devices: one for social metarepresentations and

one for metarepresentations in other domains.
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The interaction between low-level precursor

domain-specific mechanisms and high-level do-

main-general mechanisms can account for normal

performance on ToM tasks (Gerrans, 2003; Stone

& Gerrans, 2006). The result of this interaction is

not the creation of an extra domain-specific

mechanism, but the wiring up of distributed

metarepresentational circuitry that can take so-

cial information as input and deliver ToM infer-

ences as output. See Figure 2 for a graphic

representation of this possible architecture. Me-

tarepresentation operating on information about

eye gaze2 and attention (who saw or was attend-

ing to what) allows us to represent others’ knowl-

edge states (who knew what) (Baron-Cohen,

1995). Without the necessary inputs, no proper

inferences are made. Recursion operating on

metarepresentations of mental states can allow

us to reason about not just others’ thoughts, but

Figure 2. Mental state inferences without a ToM module. ToM is simply an interaction between low-level precursor domain-

specific mechanisms and high-level domain-general mechanisms. The result of this interaction is not the creation of an extra domain-

specific mechanism, as in Figure 1, but the wiring up of distributed metarepresentational circuitry that can take social information as

input and deliver ToM inferences as output. The performance of children with autism on ToM tests can be explained more

parsimoniously by the view that they have deficits, not in metarepresentation, but in lower-level domain-specific mechanisms for

processing social information. Without proper inputs, the intact capacity for metarepresentation by itself cannot make correct ToM

inferences.

2 To say that eye gaze is an input to ToM inferences is not

to say that it is the only necessary input. Obviously, other

senses can compensate, as they do in enabling blind children to

make ToM inferences, even if their development is slightly

delayed (Baron-Cohen, 1995).
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also others’ thoughts about thoughts (Corballis,
2003). Indeed, children’s ability to use embedded
syntactical structures comes on line shortly before
the ability to solve false belief tasks, supporting
the view that recursion may be one general ability
serving both tasks (De Villiers & Pyers, 2002;
Smith et al., 2003). Executive function allows one
to keep the elements of a social interaction in
mind, and inhibit one’s own knowledge of the
state of reality when asked what someone else’s
mental state is (Stone, 2005). Both working
memory and inhibition have been shown to be
related to performance on ToM tasks (Carlson &
Moses, 2001; Keenan, 1998; Stone et al., 1998).
Thus, deficits on ToM tasks can result from
deficits in either low-level input systems (e.g.,
joint attention) or higher-level domain-general
capacities rather than in a separate ToM module.

It is worth pointing out that recursive embed-
ding, e.g., of a clause within a sentence, is not the
same thing as metarepresentation, which is the
representation of a representational relationship.
Metarepresentation requires the recursive em-
bedding of representational relationships. Recur-
sion provides a schema but does not explain how
elements embedded within that schema are
generated. That metarepresentation and recur-
sion are separate domain-general abilities ex-
plains why chimps who understand recursive
dominance relationships still cannot metarepre-
sent mental states: they do not understand
representational relationships (Suddendorf &
Whiten, 2001, 2003). Syntactic recursion seems
closely tied to ToM in development (De Villiers
& Pyers, 2002; Smith et al., 2003) but this does not
mean either that the two abilities are identical or
that ToM is domain specific.

The performance of children with autism on
ToM tests can be explained more parsimoniously
by the view that they have deficits, not in
metarepresentation, but in lower-level domain-
specific mechanisms for processing social infor-
mation. Without proper inputs, the intact capacity
for metarepresentation by itself cannot make
correct ToM inferences. Autistic children have
no impairment on false photograph tests because
they have no impairment in inputs required for
those tests. See Figure 3 for a graphic representa-
tion. Thus, we argue that autistic deficits on ToM
tasks are evidence not of impaired metarepresen-
tation, but are instead evidence of impaired
inputs to ToM inferences. Research on social
deficits in autism has shown clearly that children
with autism have deficits in many early domain-

specific social competences: face recognition,
facial expression recognition, processing of gaze
direction, and joint attention (Baird, Charman,
Cox, Swettenham, Wheelwright, & Drew, 2000;
Baron-Cohen, 1995; Boucher & Lewis, 1992;
Dawson et al., 2004a; Dawson, Webb, Carver,
Panagiotides, & McPartland, 2004b; Rutherford
& Rogers, 2003; Schultz, 2005). These deficits in
lower-level domain-specific mechanisms have
been proposed as causes of the ToM impairment
seen in autism, because the causal antecedents of
ToM have not developed properly. Strong evi-
dence against our view would be a case of an
individual with deficits on metarepresentational
ToM tasks, but no lower-level social deficits. We
note that no such case has yet been demonstrated
in the autism literature.

We suggest that metarepresentation in autism
is intact and that evidence supports this view. In
the absence of comorbid intellectual disability,
individuals with autism seem to have intact
capacities for both metarepresentation and recur-
sion. They perform well on a non-mental meta-
representational task, the false photograph test,
and can sometimes pass false belief tests (Baron-
Cohen, 1989; Baron-Cohen, Wheelwright, Stone,
Jones, & Plaisted, 1999a; Leslie & Thaiss, 1992).
Baron-Cohen, Wheelwright, Stone, and Ruther-
ford (1999b) report three cases of high-function-
ing individuals with ASD, a mathematician, a
physicist and an engineering student at a presti-
gious university. All three fields require expertise
in mathematics, that most recursive of cognitive
abilities. Mathematics requires people to repre-
sent the relations between symbols and their
objects (magnitudes, spatial relations) and to
perform recursive computations over these sym-
bols. These three men excelled in their fields (in
fact, the mathematician was a Fields medalist),
showing that their capacities for metarepresenta-
tion, recursion, and EF were intact. All did well
on the Tower of Hanoi, an EF test. However, all
three had difficulty in inferring what someone
was feeling or paying attention to from pictures of
the eye region of the face (Baron-Cohen et al.,
1999b), indicating a problem with lower-level
domain-specific mechanisms for face and gaze
processing rather than with metarepresentation.
There is currently no evidence for a pure meta-
representational ToM deficit in autism.

In our view, the two routes to deficits on ToM
tasks are deficits in low-level input systems (e.g.,
representations of gaze, joint attention) or in
higher-level domain-general capacities (executive
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function, metarepresentation, and recursion). In
the spirit of empiricism, we offer to be proven
wrong. An individual with a deficit in ToM
metarepresentation without any deficit in lower-
level social competences and without any more
general deficit in other types of metarepresenta-
tion, executive function, or recursion would
provide conclusive evidence against our view.
No such case from autism has yet been demon-
strated in the literature.

If children with autism do not provide such
evidence, then perhaps data from neurological
patients with lesions and selective deficits would
provide stronger evidence. Existing evidence
from neuropsychology, however, seems only to
support the view that it is not possible to be
impaired on ToM tasks without a concurrent
deficit in either lower-level social abilities or

other domain-general abilities. Patients with
orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) damage, for example,
have been found to be impaired on ToM tasks
(Gregory et al., 2002; Stone et al., 1998). How-
ever, they are also impaired at recognizing facial
expressions and at judging mental states from eye
gaze or expression in the eye region of the face
(Gregory et al., 2002; Hornak, Rolls, & Wade,
1996; Snowden et al., 2003). Furthermore, even
their problems with some ToM tasks may result
from a difficulty in tracking intentions rather than
beliefs, as these are ToM tasks that, unlike false
belief tasks, do not specifically require metare-
presentation of belief (Stone, 2005). Thus, their
mentalizing deficits can be explained as a result of
deficits in lower-level domain-specific mechan-
isms, not in higher-order domain-general mechan-
isms. Indeed, some can perform at ceiling on false

Figure 3. Architecture supporting false photograph inferences. Children with autism have no impairment on false photograph tests

because their metarepresentational capacity is intact and they have no impairment in inputs required for such tests.
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belief tasks, even those requiring 2nd- and 3rd-
order mental state inferences (Stone, 2005; Stone
et al., 1998). Patients with medial frontal damage
who have ToM deficits all have accompanying
executive function deficits, and extensive medial
frontal damage does not necessarily cause impair-
ment in ToM (Apperly, Samson, Chiavarino, &
Humphreys, 2004; Bird, Castelli, Malik, Frith, &
Husain, 2004; Gregory et al., 2002; Happé, Mahli,
& Checkley, 2001; Stone, 2005).

There has been much recent excitement over
the possibility that patients with temporoparietal
junction (TPJ) lesions might represent a group
with specific ToM deficits (Apperly et al., 2004;
Samson, Apperly, Chiavarino, & Humphreys,
2004). However, the most recent evidence from
such patients indicates that these deficits are not
ToM specific either (Apperly, Samson, Chiavar-
ino, Bickerton, & Humphreys, in press). Lan-
guage and EF deficits can account for deficits on
language-based false belief tasks that require
inhibiting knowledge of the correct state of
reality, although some patients with lesions in
the same areas did well on these same tasks
(Apperly et al., 2004; Samson et al., 2004). More
interesting is the finding that other TPJ patients
who failed to perform above chance on nonverbal
false belief tasks also failed to perform above
chance on a very closely matched nonverbal test
of non-mental metarepresentation, the false
photograph test (Apperly, Samson, & Hum-
phreys, 2005; Apperly et al., in press). Thus, there
is as yet no evidence from neurological patients
that supports the claim that a capacity for ToM
inferences can be impaired independently of
damage to lower-level input mechanisms or
higher-level domain-general mechanisms.

However, we do not believe that excitement
over the role of TPJ was unwarranted. Rather,
the TPJ might be interesting for a different
reason: Apperly et al.’s (in press) data suggests
that metarepresentation might be a crucial ability
subserved by TPJ. These patients also have
deficits in language, another ability that uses
metarepresentation (Stone, 2006). Although TPJ
does not appear to be the locus of the fabled ToM
module, it may be the locus of a much more
interesting ability. Metarepresentation, some re-
searchers have argued, is one of the key abilities
that separates humans from the great apes, one of
the key cognitive capacities that emerged over the
course of hominid evolution (Corballis, 2003;
Suddendorf, 1999). Thus, excitement over the
importance of this region should be excitement

over looking at a region subserving a domain-
general ability rather than a domain-specific
ability.

Some researchers, however, have argued that
neuroimaging data gives support to the domain-
specific view. Recent results indicate that the
TPJ is differentially active for false belief tasks
and false photograph tasks. This apparent dis-
crepancy would be resolvable with some addi-
tional analyses of current imaging data. Saxe and
Kanwisher (2003) present contrasts between false
belief and false photograph trials, and between
false belief task and non-metarepresentational
task trials. They do not, however, present any
contrasts for the whole brain between false
photograph task and non-metarepresentational
task trials.3 If such a contrast did show differ-
ential activation in TPJ, then this would support
the view that TPJ might underwrite metarepre-
sentation more generally. In that case, the differ-
ential activation in TPJ between false belief and
false photograph trials might simply reflect how
much each task demands of a metarepresenta-
tional capacity, though both require metare
presentation. In contrast, if TPJ was not differ-
entially active when non-metarepresentational
tasks are subtracted from false photograph tasks,
there would be stronger evidence for TPJ’s
subserving belief state metarepresentation speci-
fically.

A variety of tasks have been used to measure
ToM in neuroscience (Stone, 2005). False belief
tasks are considered the strongest tests because
they require metarepresentation. There are some
differences, however, in the false belief tasks used
by different experimenters. Saxe and Kanwisher
(2003) used verbal false belief tasks and verbal
false photograph tasks, tasks that differed in
difficulty for their participants. Apperly et al.
(2005, in press) have used nonverbal false belief
and false photograph tasks closely equated for

3 Figure 4 of Saxe and Kanwisher (2003) compares how

certain voxels respond to particular types of stimulus stories:

false belief, false photograph, physical descriptions of people,

desire, and nonhuman. However, these voxels were

preselected to be more active in false belief than in false

photograph tasks in ‘‘more than half’’ of the 14 participants.

Thus, not all voxels were compared on all tasks. Furthermore,

for some subsets of these 14 participants, there was no

significant difference in the activation between false belief

and false photograph tasks, a situation that is, on some

interpretations, at odds with ToM being a universal domain-

specific mechanism. The comparison we are suggesting (false

photograph vs. non-metarepresentational tasks) needs to be

done for all participants for all voxels.
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difficulty in neurotypical participants. Conver-

gence between neuroimaging and lesion studies

depends on researchers using the same para-

digms. These results will be clearer when a

uniform paradigm, verbal or nonverbal, is used

in both types of research.
In the absence of strong evidence for dedi-

cated neural circuitry or the dissociation of ToM

from metarepresentational or lower-level defi-

cits, it seems that the interaction of several

domain-general mechanisms and lower-level do-

main-specific mechanisms can account for the

flexibility and sophistication of behavior, which

has been taken to be evidence for a domain-

specific ToM mechanism. One can understand,

as an episode in the history of science, why it

seemed necessary to posit a specific ToM me-

chanism. Early evidence from autism seemed to

show a pattern of impairment in metarepresen-

tation of belief, without a corresponding impair-

ment in metarepresentation in other domains

(Baron-Cohen et al., 1985; Frith, Morton &

Leslie, 1991; Leslie & Thaiss, 1992). Only later

did it become clear that the primary deficits in

autism were at a lower level. Furthermore, early

explorations of the idea of metarepresentation

primarily centered around its role in the embed-

ding of beliefs (Dennett, 1987; Leslie, 1987). The

relevance of metarepresentation and recursion

for other cognitive functions*language, mathe-

matics, episodic memory, and future planning

(Corballis, 2003; Perner, 1991; Suddendorf,

1999)*was obscured by the significance of the

apparent dissociation between ToM and domain-

general metarepresentation.
The history of science is replete with examples

of theorists postulating unnecessary entities. In

insisting that the earth was at the center of

the universe, Ptolemy proposed the notion of

epicycles to explain the movements of the planets

across the heavens: separate circular orbits in

which the planets moved whose center was

attached to the celestial spheres, which sur-

rounded the earth. Copernicus and Kepler, mov-

ing the sun to the center, could dispense with this

unnecessary theoretical addition. The positing of

a separate ToM module appears to have been an

‘‘epicycle,’’ an unnecessary addition to psycholo-

gical theorizing. We argue that metarepresenta-

tion, as a domain-general ability, should be moved

back to its rightful place at the center of our

species’ uniquely human cognitive abilities.
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